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Cloud Advisory Council Announces the Formation of Open BigCloud Group
SUNNYVALE, CA - May 7, 2014 - The Cloud Advisory Council, a not-for-profit organization dedicated
to develop and enable the next-generation cloud architecture, today announced the formation of
the Open BigCloud group. The Open BigCloud group will bring together industry, academia, and
research communities to shape the future of open cloud computing and Big Data.
The objective of the Open BigCloud group will be to advance understanding of how the
revolutionary paradigm of cloud computing can be applied at extreme scales of computing, data
processing, and integration with instruments. Those issues constitute the cornerstone of future
innovation and require a broad spectrum of expertise ranging across architectures, networking,
devops, and software systems.
“The Cloud Advisory Council is excited to lead the efforts in cloud computing and Big Data
research,” said Eli Karpilovski, Chairman of the Cloud Advisory Council. “Our goal is to create an
ecosystem of active contributing members where together we can establish ground-breaking
results. We look forward to seeing the long-term impact of our results.”
“As open technologies such as Open Compute and OpenStack expand their footprint into the
enterprise and academia, our goal is to build an open foundation across industry, academia, and
research to help navigate the intersections of high performance computing (HPC), cloud computing,
and Big Data,” said Paul Rad, Director of Cloud and Big Data at University of Texas San Antonio and
Vice President of Open Research, Rackspace. “The BigCloud Foundation intends to enhance the
international conversation by investigating Cloud and Big Data from workload perspective.”
"The Nimbus Project at Argonne National Laboratory pioneered Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud
computing. Now that OpenStack and other open source efforts provide a solid open source platform, we
have refocused our efforts on helping the scientific community through exploring cloud computing
paradigm at extreme scales; we will leverage Nimbus for BigCloud activities ," said Kate Keahey, creator
of Nimbus and cloud scientist at Argonne National Laboratory.

The move aims to spur innovation and fuel a new ecosystem of collaboration – ranging from
research, academia, to established enterprise players. Together with Internet2 and Cloud Advisory

Council, this group shares a vision for creating a new innovation model that transforms how
research and industry collaborate.
“To facilitate discovery across the disciplines, it is imperative that our scientists have the
computational resources and knowledge to effectively explore theories and validate hypotheses.
To this end, open platforms have allowed for dynamic innovation, fundamentals based user
education, and cost controls in a dynamic and evolving ICT environment,” said Paul Brenner,
University of Notre Dame Center for Research Computing. “The OBC collaboration will provide a
foundation for commercial innovation while leveraging contributions from open academic
discovery; working on common platforms where market competitors can share lower base
infrastructure costs and investing, instead on new technical discoveries.”
The BigCloud group objectives will be as follows:
•
•
•

Understand, document and define requirements as well as barriers to adoption for
applications relying on BigCloud capabilities
Develop relevant prototypes in the context of open source projects, such as OpenStack and
Open Compute, to demonstrate and integrate innovation
Create connections between communities seeking to experiment with innovative computing
resources and providers supporting such experimentation, in particular fostering a tighter
connection between academia and research on one hand and industry on the other

"The Internet2 community applauds the creation of the Open BigCloud Group," said Steve Wolff,
Internet2 chief technology officer. "The research and education community increasingly relies upon
advances in cloud computing to meet the requirements of data-intensive research, especially as
compute, storage, and network infrastructure are converging. We look forward to working with the
Open BigCloud Group as it brings together researchers across academia, industry, and government
to collaboratively accelerate the development of innovative cloud technologies."
The group will foster a “virtual innovation game room” community, interacting via symposiums and
workshops, social media, and activities within special interest groups disseminating new solutions
and proposals for cloud implementations on a large scale. An initial community meeting, giving
raise to the BigCloud collaboration, has already taken place at Argonne National Laboratory
http://www.rackspace.com/blog/cloud-hpc-and-open-technologies-converge-to-fuel-researchinnovation/ . The 2nd BigCloud Symposium will take place in May 7-8 at UTSA
http://utsa.edu/today/2014/04/openbigcloud.html and bring together participants from industry,
research centers, and academia to discuss issues arising in cloud computing in the Big Compute and
Big Data context.

About the Cloud Advisory Council
The Cloud Advisory Council is a not-for-profit organization with the mission to develop the next
generation cloud architecture, to provide cloud designers and IT managers with the tools needed
to enable computing in the cloud, to strengthen the qualification and integration of cloud
solutions and to provide best practices. The Cloud Advisory Council is led by a broad coalition

of industry practitioners and corporations. For more information, visit
www.cloudadvisorycouncil.com, or follow us on Twitter: @Cloud_Advisory.
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